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Abstract
Advertising is a primary means for revenue generation for millions of 
websites and smartphone apps. Naturally, a fraction abuse ad networks 
to defraud advertisers of their money. Modern defences are able to 
overcome some forms of click fraud but studies have reported that a 
third of clicks supplied by ad networks could be clickspam. We develop 
novel inference techniques, which can isolate click fraud attacks using 
their fundamental properties. We propose two defences, mimicry and 
bait-click, which both show substantially improved detection rates 
over current approaches.

The Clickfraud Detection Problem
Advertisers participate in a keyword auction, where winner has ads 
circulated by the ad network. Publisher renders ads provided by ad 
network. The advertiser pays ad network per click, who pays 
publisher ~70% of per-click revenue

Attackers generate organic and non-organic clickspam and can 
concatenate these with legitimate clicks on a user’s device.
 Organic clickspam is generated using legitimate traces from 

genuine users
 Non-organic clickspam involves randomly generated clicks
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Defence Opportunities
From the click malware problem, we note opportunities for both passive and 
active detection:

Passive (mimicry) defence
 To mimic user click activity, attacker needs to model timing behaviour of 

users (inter-click times have some uncertainty)
 Consider relative increase in correlation across clickstreams

Active (bait click) defence
 Add bait clicks with carefully selected inter-click timing pattern (timing 

watermark) to legitimate traffic to attract malware
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Figure 1 – Clickfraud Detection Problem

Figure 2 – Inference System

Inference System
Our inference algorithm has three steps:
1. Nested layers of NMF algorithm (Figure 3) partition traffic matrix into 

sparse timing patterns
2. Apply moving window function (pooling) to reduce sensitivity to 

synchronisation errors from timing misalignment
3. Organic clickfraud is characterised by repeating patterns, while 

conventional clickfraud is characterised by low uncertainty – H(x) < 0.5

The challenges we must tackle include:
1. Resisting a mimicking source
2. Superimposed legitimate and clickspam time series

The inference algorithm decomposes the input click streams into constituent 
highly sparse timing patterns. Sparsity isolates repetition – repetition is a 
core property of mimicking click fraud sources.

For organic clickfraud – isolate traffic where timing patterns are similar to 
previous patterns.

For non-organic clickfraud – isolate traffic with high entropy patterns. Smaller 
amounts of clickspam found when observing common patterns.
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Results
We recorded over 2M clicks and studied ~9.7k 
windows click malware apps and 93 mobile click 
fraud apps. Attacks in our dataset included 
stealthy (< 5 clicks per source device), sparse (5-
15 clicks) and firehose (>15 clicks) attacks.
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Figure 3 – Multi-layer NMF

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.00733

Passive detection 
rates high (> 88%) 
in all categories 
across ad networks 
with low FPR

Passive detection 
rates between 62 to 
99% with low false 
positive rate (FPR) –
consistent across 
attacks and ad 
networks

Active defence improves detection 
rates by almost 10% in all cases 
compared to passive defence

Clicktok demonstrates that 
timing analysis can play a 
crucial role in successfully 

isolating organic and       
non-organic click fraud

Clicktok significantly 
outperforms all 
existing solutions


